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T4Trade IB Reward Challenge 
Terms and Conditions 

 
1. T4Trade promotes the T4Trade IB Reward Challenge (“IB Reward Challenge”). 

 
2. In order to participate in the IB Reward Challenge, you must have completed and passed registration for an 

IB account providing the details requested (first and last name, telephone, email and country) and be over 18 
years old. All details provided during the registration process should be correct (i.e. full name details to match 
the proof of identity, proof of residence to match the country of residence, etc.) otherwise the 
participants/winners will be disqualified from the IB Reward Challenge. 
 

3. The IB Reward Challenge is available to new and existing Introducing Brokers (“IBs”) with country of residence 
of China. The IB Reward Challenge is not available to T4Trade employees or other Partners.  
 

4. By participating in the IB Reward Challenge, you acknowledge that you have read and agreed to be bound by 
these Terms and Conditions as well as to the T4Trade Client Services Agreement and the IB Agreement. 

 
5. Details of the registration and completion dates can be found below: 

 

 
Promotion Period 

 

Starting from: Ending on: 

1 October 2022 31 December 2022 

 
6. The IB Reward Challenge and Reward Prizes are set in the table below. All dollar amounts are USD:  

 

Tiers New Funded 

Accounts (NFA)  

Minimum Net 

Deposit per 

NFA  

 

Minimum 

Trading 

Volumes 

Extra Rebate 

Awarded per 

Lot 

Maximum 

Reward 

Level 1 ≥5 ≥ $1,000 ≥50 $1 $2,000 

Level 2 ≥10 ≥ $1,000 ≥80 $1.5 $3,000 

Level 3 ≥15 ≥ $1,000 ≥100 $2 $6,000 

Level 4 ≥20 ≥ $1,500 ≥150 $2.5 $10,000 

 
Definitions 
 

a) “New Funded Accounts”1 means all trading accounts assigned under an IB (excluding STP accounts) 
created during the Promotion Period above which have been approved by the Company and have a 
Minimum Net Deposit of at least $1,000. 
  

b) “Net Deposits” means the total net money in (e.g. Total Deposits minus Total Withdrawals and 
Internal Transfers). This will be calculated in USD. 
 

c) “Trading Volume” means the cumulative number of closed lots of the NFA / the total number of 
NFAs assigned to the IB2. 

 
 

 
1 A client can only be a client for one IB (e.g. if a client registers with an IB under this promotion but already has 

another account under another IB, only the IB the client first registered with can count the trading account as an 
NFA). 
 
2 Trades which are partially closed, positions that have a lifetime of 30 seconds or less, and trades generated by any 
bonuses credited to a trading account will be excluded from the calculation of Trading Volume. In addition, lots on 
spot indices, cryptocurrencies and shares are excluded. 
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The IB Reward Challenge awards will be determined at the end of the Promotion Period based on the below factor(s) 

 

New Funded Accounts + Trading Volume 

 
➢ IBs will be awarded an Extra Rebate Per Lot up to the Maximum Reward available as 

indicated in the Reward Prize Table under paragraph 6. 
➢ To advance a prize level, participants must meet all criteria of minimum number of NFA, 

net deposit and trading volume. Otherwise, they will qualify for the prize under the previous 
level. 

➢ IBs can only win one reward during the Promotion Period. 
 

7. The reward prize will be credited to the IB’s account as a commission within a week of the end of the Promotion 
Period. The reward prize cannot be transferred to any other account.   

 

8. For the reward prizes to be provided, winners will have to: 
a. provide the required documentation (i.e. proof of identification and address) to T4Trade; the details 

provided during the registration in the IB Reward Challenge have to be the same with the details in 
the documentation provided;  

b. their profile/account application has successfully passed T4Trade’ compliance checks; and 
c. provide a detailed report of their IB account if and when requested by T4Trade.  

   
9. By accepting a reward, the IB accepts that they may be asked to participate in various promotional events that 

may be publicly announced in various venues including T4Trade’ site. Promotional events include but are not 
limited to interviews, photos, listing announcement of nicknames, country of origin, prizes received, etc. 

10. In case of refusal by a winner of not participating in promotional events, then T4Trade has the right to disqualify 
the winner.    

11. For participants to be able to receive a prize, they will need to meet all requirements set in these Terms and 
Conditions. 

12. If T4Trade suspects that a participant has abused/manipulated or attempted to abuse/manipulate this IB 
Reward Challenge or otherwise acted with a lack of good faith towards us, then T4Trade reserves the right, 
at its sole discretion, to deny, withhold or withdraw from that IB the reward received or promotion and if 
necessary to cancel any terms and conditions with respect to that participant, either temporarily or 
permanently, or terminate that participant’s/client’s/user's access to the service and/or block that user's 
Account.  

13. T4Trade reserves the right to modify, change or terminate this IB Reward Challenge at any time without the 
consent of the participant. 

14. T4Trade has the right to disqualify participants whose Client’s trade through the same IP address as other 
IBs.  
 

15. The participant/client acknowledges that Forex and CFDs are leveraged products and involve a high 
level of risk. It is possible to lose all your invested capital. These products may not be suitable for 
everyone and you should ensure that you understand the risks involved. Seek independent advice if 
necessary. 

16. These Terms & Conditions are made in English. Any other language translation is provided as a convenience 
only. In the case of any inconsistency or discrepancy between original English texts and their translation into 
any other language, as the case may be, original version in English shall prevail. 

17. These IB Reward Challenge Terms and Conditions are dated 19 September 2022.          


